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This symbol indicates the presence of dangerous 
voltage inside the enclosure, sufficient enough to 
cause electric shock. 
 
This symbol indicates the presence of important 
operating and maintenance instructions for the 
device. 
 

 
 

 
Safety, Environmental and Setup Instructions 
• Use the device in dry indoor environments only. 
• Protect the device from humidity. 
• Do not open the device. RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK!  Refer opening and servicing to qualified personnel. 
• Connect this device to a properly installed and earthed wall outlet only. Make sure the mains voltage corresponds with 

the specifications on the rating plate. 
• Make sure the mains cable stays dry during operation. Do not pinch or damage the mains cable in any way. 
• A damaged mains cable or plug must immediately be replaced by an authorized service center.  
• In case of lightning, immediately disconnect the device from the mains supply. 
• Children should be supervised by parents when using the device. 
• Clean the device with a dry cloth only. 

Do NOT use CLEANING AGENTS or ABRASIVE CLOTHS! 
• Do not expose the device to direct sunlight or other heat sources. 
• Install the device at a location with sufficient ventilation in order to prevent heat accumulation. 
• Do not cover the ventilation openings! 
• Install the device at a safe and vibration-free location. 
• Install the device as far away as possible from computers and microwave units; otherwise radio reception may be 

disturbed. 
• Do not open or repair the enclosure. It is not safe to do so and will void your warranty. Repairs only by authorized 

service/ customer center. 
• The device is equipped with a “Class 1 Laser”. Avoid exposure to the laser beam as this could cause eye injuries. 
• Only use mercury and cadmium-free batteries. 
• Used batteries are hazardous waste and NOT to be disposed of with the household waste!!! Return the batteries to your 

dealer or to collection points in your community. 
• Keep batteries away from children. Children might swallow batteries. Contact a physician immediately if a battery was 

swallowed. 
• Check your batteries regularly to avoid battery leakage. 
 
 

CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT 
KLASSE 1 LASER PRODUKT 
LUOKAN 1 LASER LAITE 
KLASS 1 LASER APPARAT 
PRODUCTO LASER CLASE 1 

CAUTION - INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION WHEN OPENING 
THE COVER OR PRESSING THE SAFETY INTERLOCK. AVOID 
EXPOSURE TO THE LASER BEAM. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Do not dispose of this product with the normal household waste at the end 
of its life cycle. Return it to a collection point for the recycling of electrical 
and electronic devices. This is indicated by the symbol on the product, 
user manual or packaging. 

The materials are reusable according to their markings. By reusing, recycling or 
other forms of utilization of old devices you make an important contribution to 
the protection of our environment. 

Please contact your local authorities for details about collection points. 

WARNING 
Risk of electric shock 

Do not open! 

Caution: To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove the cover (or back). There 
are no user serviceable parts inside. Refer servicing to qualified service personnel. 

Used batteries are hazardous waste and NOT to be disposed 
of with the household waste! As a consumer you are legally 
obligated to return all batteries for environmentally responsible 
recycling – no matter whether or not the batteries contain harmful 
substances*).  

Return batteries free of charge to public collection points in your 
community or to shops selling batteries of the respective kind. 
 
Only return fully discharged batteries. 
 
*) marked Cd = cadmium, Hg = mercury, Pb = lead 
 



 
 

1. FUNCTION SWITCH  
CD/TAPE (OFF)/RADIO 

2. BAND SWITCH 

3. FM ANTENNA 

4. CD DOOR 

5. TUNING KNOB  

6. BASS BOOST BUTTON  

7. CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD 
BUTTON  

8. CD SKIP/SEARCH BACKWARD 
BUTTON  

9. CD PROGRAM BUTTON 

10. CD MODE BUTTON 

11. CD STOP BUTTON  

12. CD PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON 

13. LCD DISPLAY  

14. STEREO HEADPHONE JACK 

15. VOLUME CONTROL KNOB 

16. AC SOCKET 

17. BATTERY DOOR 

18. FM STEREO LED INDICATOR 

19. CASSETTE COMPARTMENT 

20. NO FUNCTION 

21. CASSETTE PLAY BUTTON 

22. CASSETTE REWIND BUTTON 

23. CASSETTE FAST FORWARD 
BUTTON 

24. CASSETTE STOP/EJECT BUTTON 

25. CASSETTE PAUSE BUTTON 

26. SPEAKER LEFT 

27. SPEAKER RIGHT 

28. DIAL POINTER 

29. FOLDER UP BUTTON  

30. FOLDER DOWN BUTTON 
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AC OPERATION 
Before operation please ensure voltage on the set corresponds to voltage of 
your local area. Unravel AC line cord; insert one end into AC socket on the 
set while the other end into a standard AC outlet. 
 
Remarks:  
In case of malfunction due to electrostatic discharge (ESD), reset the unit by 
reconnecting AC cord again to resume to normal operation. 
When not in use – Unplug AC power cord completely from AC power socket. 
 
Warning:  
The power cable/disconnect device shall remain easy to operate/disconnect. 
When you are not going to use the unit for a long period of time, disconnect 
the AC power cord. Where the mains plug or an appliance coupler is used as 
disconnecting device, the disconnecting device shall remain operable. 
 
BATTERY OPERATION 
Disconnect AC cord set completely. Open the BATTERY DOOR and insert UM-
2/ “C” size x 8 batteries (not supplied) making sure the indicated battery 
polarity is observed. 
When not in use – Remove all batteries if the unit will not be used for few 
months or more. 
 
RADIO OPERATION 
1. Slide FUNCTION SWITCH to “RADIO” position.  
2. Slide BAND SWITCH to the desired waveband.  
3. Turn the TUNING KNOB to your desired radio station.  
4. Adjust sound level by rotating VOLUME CONTROL KNOB.  
5. To turn off radio, simply slide FUNCTION SWITCH to “TAPE (OFF)” position. 
 
FM stereo indicator 
When tuned to FM Stereo broadcast “FM ST. LED INDICATOR” will light up. 
In some weak signal areas, FM Stereo signal may not be strong enough and 
can cause excessive background noise. In this case, slide the BAND SWITCH 
to “FM” position. 
 
Antennas 
For best reception, fully extend FM ANTENNA to receive FM stations.  
For AM reception, the unit has a built-in antenna, turn the whole unit for best 
reception. 
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Play/Pause mode 
1. When PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON is pressed during CD 

stop mode, the first track will be played. The Play 
indicator “ ” and specific number of track is being 
played will be shown on LCD DISPLAY 

. 
 
2. For interruption while CD is playing, press CD 

PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON once. The Play indicator “ ” 
will blink continuously on LCD DISPLAY. 

 
3. Though the sound stops, disc will continue to spin. 

To resume playback, press CD PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON once again. Music 
will start from the exact position where it was interrupted. 

4. To stop CD playback, press CD STOP BUTTON once whether CD is in Play 
or Pause mode; LCD DISPLAY will show the total number of tracks in the 
disc again. 

5. To turn off the unit, slide FUNCTION SWITCH to “TAPE (OFF)” position. 
 
Skip and Search mode 
1. During play or pause mode, when CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD  or 

BACKWARD  BUTTON is pressed once, it will go to next track or go 
back to the beginning of the track respectively. 

2. During play mode, when CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD  or BACKWARD 
 BUTTON is pressed and held, it will search the track with audible 

high-speed forward or backward playback. 
 
Repeat mode 
1. Repeat 1: 

When MODE BUTTON is pressed once, Repeat 
indicator “ ” will be shown on LCD DISPLAY. 
This single track of music will be repeated. 

2. Repeat All: 
When MODE BUTTON is pressed twice, Repeat All 
indicator “ ” will be shown on LCD DISPLAY. 
The whole disc can be played continuously. 

3. To cancel repeat function 
Press MODE BUTTON repeatedly until Repeat 
indicator disappears from LCD DISPLAY. 
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Random play mode 
This feature allows tracks on the disc to be played in random order. 
1. During CD stop mode, press MODE BUTTON three times. The “ ” 

indicator will be shown on LCD DISPLAY and play 
automatically. 

2. To cancel random play function, press MODE 
BUTTON again. The “ ” indicator will 
disappear from LCD DISPLAY. 

 
Program mode 
1. During CD stop mode, press PROGRAM BUTTON once. The “PROGRAM” 

indicator and number of Program to be memorized starts from the first 
program “ ” will light up and blink continuously. 
Press CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD  or 
BACKWARD  BUTTON to your desired musical 
track, LCD DISPLAY will show the appropriate track 
number. Press PROGRAM BUTTON to store this 
track in memory. 

2. Repeat above procedure until all desired tracks have been programmed. 
A total of 20 tracks can be stored in memory.  
Remarks:  
Whenever CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD  or 
BACKWARD  BUTTON is pressed, it will always 
show the last programmed track first to recall your 
memory. 
After complete programming, LCD DISPLAY will show “  ” and 
flash continuously. 

3. Press CD PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON once to start 
program playback and CD Play indicator “ ” will 
light up. 

4. To check the program you have stored after 
complete programming, press PROGRAM BUTTON once during CD stop 
mode; then press CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD  BUTTON once, LCD 
DISPLAY will show the first programmed track number. Repeat above 
procedure to read all programmed memory. 

5. To cancel programmed memory: 
 During CD stop mode, press CD STOP BUTTON once. 

or 
 Open CD DOOR during CD stop mode.  

The “PROGRAM” indicator will disappear from LCD DISPLAY. 
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PLAYING MP3 DISC 
Getting started 
Note: Should skipping of tracks occur during MP3 disc playing, try reduce 

the volume. 
When MP3 disc is playing, do not open CD DOOR. 

1. Pull up CD DOOR. Put a MP3 disc into CD compartment and close the 
door. Set FUNCTION SWITCH to “CD” position. 
Note: Ensure CD DOOR is closed properly and locked in place. 

2. When CD DOOR is closed with a MP3 disc inside, 
total track number in the disc will be shown on LCD 
DISPLAY and go to stop mode.  

3. If there is no disc inside, LCD DISPLAY will show 
“ ” and go to stop mode. 

4. If CD DOOR is not closed, LCD DISPLAY will show 
“ ”. 

 

Play/Pause mode 
1. When PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON is pressed during CD stop mode, the first 

track will be played. The Play indicator “ ” and 
“ ” indicator will be shown to indicate MP3 disc 
is being played. LCD DISPLAY will show specific 
track number is being played. 

2. To select specific musical track inside the MP3 disc. 
MP3 music can be stored into CD disc with or without folder according to 
your “MP3 burning method”. 
a. If MP3 disc is 

downloaded without 
dividing into folder, all 
track number will be 
shown directly in LCD 
DISPLAY. The Album 
number will only show 

 after pressing FOLDER UP or DOWN BUTTON. 
b. If music is stored into different folders, you’ve to select specific Album 

number first by pressing FOLDER UP or DOWN BUTTON; afterwards 
press CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD  or BACKWARD  BUTTON to 
select specific track number of music inside this Album. 
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Example:  To select Album # 4, track # 3 
 
Step – 1: Press FOLDER UP or DOWN 

BUTTON to select Album # 4. 
 
 

Step – 2: Press CD SKIP/SEARCH  
FORWARD  or BACKWARD  
BUTTON to select Track # 3 inside 
this Album # 4 

 
3. For interruption while MP3 disc is playing press CD 

PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON once. The Play indicator “ ” will blink continuously 
on LCD DISPLAY. 

4. Though the sound stops, disc will continue to spin. To resume playback, 
press CD PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON once again. Music will start from the 
exact position where it was interrupted. 

5. To stop MP3 disc, press CD STOP BUTTON once whether MP3 disc is in 
Play or Pause mode. 

6. To turn off the unit, slide FUNCTION SWITCH to “TAPE (OFF)” position. 
 
Repeat mode 
1. Repeat 1: 

When MODE BUTTON is pressed once, Repeat 
indicator “ ” will light. This single track of music 
will be repeated. 

2. Repeat Folder: 
When MODE BUTTON is pressed twice,  
“ ” and “ ” indicators will be shown.  
This specific folder will be played repeatedly. 
Remarks:  
The folder and track number will be shown every 2 seconds alternatively. 

3. Repeat All: 
When REPEAT BUTTON is pressed three times, 
Repeat All indicator “ ” will be shown.  
The whole disc can be played continuously. 

4. To cancel repeat function 
Press MODE BUTTON repeatedly until Repeat 
indicator disappears from LCD DISPLAY. 
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Random play mode 
This feature allows tracks on the disc to be played in random order. 
1. During CD stop mode, press MODE BUTTON four 

times, “ ” indicator will be shown on LCD 
DISPLAY. Press PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON once to start 
the playback. 

2. To cancel Random play function, press MODE 
BUTTON again, “ ” indicator will disappear from LCD DISPLAY. 

 
Program mode 
1. During CD stop mode, press PROGRAM BUTTON once. The “PROGRAM” 

indicator and number of Program to be memorized 
starting from the first program “ ” will light up 
and blink continuously. Press FOLDER UP or DOWN 
BUTTON, then press CD SKIP/SEARCH FORWARD  
or BACKWARD  BUTTON to select your desired 
musical track. LCD DISPLAY will show track number of this specific Album 
to be programmed. Press PROGRAM BUTTON to store this track in 
memory. 

2. Repeat above procedure until all desired tracks have been programmed. 
Remarks:   
Whenever FOLDER UP or DOWN BUTTON is pressed, it will always show 
the last programmed Album number first to recall your memory. 
A total of 20 tracks can be stored in memory. After complete 
programming, LCD DISPLAY will show “PROGRAM ” and blink 
continuously. 

3. To start Programmed playback, press CD PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON once. 
CD Play indicator “ ”, “PROGRAM” and track number of the specific 
Album will light up. 
Example: Album # 3, Track # 2. 

 
4. To check the program you have stored after complete programming, 

press PROGRAM BUTTON once during CD stop mode. LCD DISPLAY will 
show “ ” and blink continuously. Press FOLDER UP or DOWN 
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